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to hang; pret. pi. fengon, hengon; pp fangen, hangen ;
feng, graspj booty ; hangian, to hang; J>ion, J>eon (Goth.
J»eihan, prim. Germ. >irjxanan), to thrive; pret pi. Jmngon;
pp. Jmngen; the usual pret. pi. }>igon, pp. J>igen, were
new formations, see § 492.
note.—i. The results of the operation of Verner's law were
often disturbed in OE. through the influence of analogy and
levelling, e. g. the \>, s of the present and pret. singular were
extended to the pret. plural and pp. in abreo}>an, to fail ;
mifan, to avoid; wri{>an, to twist; arisan, to arise; genesan,
to recover; lesan, to collect; pret* pi. abrufon, mi]x>n, wrijjon,
arisen, genseson, leeson; pp. abro]?en, mijsen, Tvripen, arisen,
genesen, lesen. The g of the pret plural was levelled out into
the singular in fl5g, he flayed; hlog,/J£ laughed; log, he blamed;
slog, he slew; J?wog, he washed, see § 509. The nd of the pret.
plural and pp. was extended to the present and pret. singular
in findan, pret. sing. fand. The regular forms of this verb
would be *fij?an (== Goth, finfan, OS. fij?an), tojind; pret sing.
*foj> (see § 61), pret. pi. fundon, pp. funden. The "WS.pret pi.
sawon, they saw, had its w from the pp. sewen, and conversely
the Anglian pp. segen, seen, had its g from the pret plural
segon, see § 241.
2. Causative verbs had originally suffix accentuation, and
therefore also exhibit the change of consonants given above, as
weorj>an, to become: a-wierdan, to destroy, injure, cp. Skr.
vartami, / turn: vartayami, / cause to turn; li|?an, fo go :
Isedan, to lead; a-risan, to arise: rgeran, to raise; genes an, to
recover: nerian, to save.
other consonant changes.
§ 24O. Most of the sound changes comprised under this
paragraph might have been disposed of in the paragraphs
dealing with the shifting of the Indg. mediae and mediae
aspiratae, but to prevent any possible misunderstanding or
confusion, it was thought advisable to reserve them for
a'special paragraph.
The Indg. mediae and mediae aspiratae became tenues

